Turbo Dot is a contactless dispense valve intended for precise dosage jetting of
liquids and pastes with a viscosity of up to 200,000 mPas.
Turbo Dot provides swift and contactless dosage jetting for more than a
hundred high-precision drops in a matter of seconds.
The main features:
It‘s fast - 280 drops/seconds continuously.
An up to 50% gain in power in comparison to conventional jet valves.
It‘s easy to clean - the easiest and simplest cleaning procedure. It only has 3
parts that are in contact with the liquid. That‘s why it takes just several minutes
to completely clean it up.
Another nozzle can be installed immediately without having to recalibrate the
valve itself. Also, there is no need to take the valve out of the machinery.
Turbo Dot can provide a very high velocity of jetting for the dosing of a wide
variety of diﬀerent liquids and pastes. Furthermore, the volume of dispensing
can be easily changed in order to accurately adjust the process and accomplish
the task appropriately.
It can be easily integrated with a LC100D desktop controller which has a
pressure tank inside and a touch screen panel on it.
We also oﬀer a LC100E controller version which is made without a pressure
tank and a touch screen panel. This Controller is designed to control the
dispenses of the Turbo Dot series. The device is mounted to an electric box on
the machine (robot) and connected to the machine computer via a RS485
interface. It can be stitched together with other LC100 series controllers in one
network. Peripheral devices such as heating zones are integrated and
displayed digitally on the machine’s monitor using current and nominal values.
The LC100.exe program is used for Win 7 and Win 10 platforms to control the
controllers of the LC100E series. The device is a high-performance addition to
the Turbo-Dot system as the controller is perfect for the use of almost every
dosage application.

Contactless Jetting technology
Accurate and precise dispensing
Reproducible drop size up to 3 nL
Acceptable viscosity of target materials up to 200,000 mPas
A removable heater can be supplied additionally by the customer‘s
request
Wide range and variety of applicable jets
Quick and simple setup procedure
All Turbo Jet-valves are produced and tested in Germany
Low maintenance costs
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